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student advice
Compiled by: kali
It seems that students with Asperger's Syndrome (or Autism) are all very different and the
adaptations vary. A few years ago a child with Aspergers was in my class. I saw my
student's challenge was his ability to be social. He had many of the symptoms you read
about. For example; he didn't make eye contact, was self centered, was confused by idioms,
needed things to be consistant and language to be literal. It was diffucult for him to maintain
friendships and he would say cruel things to other kids. The things wouldn't bother him so
he thought it wouldn't bother anyone else. He had a very hard time making sense of facial
and non verbal langauge. The social piece is such a big part of development, and this really
got in the way of his success. There were also some other out of ordinary behavior,
examples of this might be..... high tolerance of pain and a need for pressure. My student
would put his feet under the chairs and apply pressure to his feet were bruised. Sometimes
push his head againts a hard surface. These are some behaviors your student might have.
My student was such a great kid, I thought he was funny, intelligent, and worth the extra
effort it took running my class. Like the other helpful posts said, consistance is a good thing
and routines are important. If you are going to change your room you should tell the
student, and also if things are going to change in the schedule, he or she needs advanced
warning. Some students really like having a wiggle seat, weighted teddy bear, or squeeze
ball. Be real firm and direct like another poster said. Sorry to ramble. Best of luck with
everything and remember what a hero you are for doing your best for this student. We are
expected to be miracle workers! Oh yeah I just thought of something else that might help
with your student. In your guided reading groups, maybe you could pick books that would
help your student better understand his social world. I know with my first grader he needed
lots of instruction for example, what happy, sad, and funny were. We made home made
books with the digital camera to teach these emotions. For happy we showed things like; a
kid opening a birthday present with a smile, a boy holding up a trophy in his uniform with the
biggest grin.
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